PROSECUTORS WHO POLICE THE POLICE ARE GOOD PEOPLE

Vida B. Johnson*

In 2001 Professor Abbe Smith asked if a person could be both a good prosecutor and a good person.1 Her answer was, essentially, “no.” My answer in 2018 is that only a prosecutor who focuses on the powerful, and particularly who is willing to prosecute police who do wrong, can be good.

Underlying this question, and Professor Smith’s answer, is that the criminal justice system is deeply flawed and unfair. We incarcerate more people per capita than any other nation.2 People of color are prosecuted at extraordinarily disproportionate rates.3 Our system punishes mental illness and drug addiction rather than treat those health problems.4 Prisons do not rehabilitate—they serve only to warehouse. The system is cruel and it only exacerbates the underlying problems of income inequality, racism, drug addiction, and mental illness that contribute to street-level crime. Meanwhile, crimes committed by the most powerful among us, including wealthy people and corporations, go largely ignored.

As suggested by Professor Smith’s answer, a prosecutor who is a good person would act to end those inequities and cruelties. Such a prosecutor would exercise her discretion to help stop criminalizing poverty, mental
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illness, and addiction. Such a prosecutor would actively ensure that racial disparities in criminal prosecutions—from charging decisions through sentencing allocations—were eliminated. Such a prosecutor would focus her attention on the wealthy and the powerful, whose crimes are often hidden but tend to have broad impacts across society.

That long list of reforms by a prosecutor seeking to be a good person would not, however, be enough. Within the criminal justice system itself, and on the streets of every city and town, police officers wield extraordinary powers—powers that mean the difference between life and death for some citizens, and for others can lead to the loss of freedom, property, or dignity. But some police officers, just like other members of the public,\(^5\) violate the law.\(^6\) Some officers steal,\(^7\) some pimp,\(^8\) some assault their domestic partners,\(^9\) and some kill civilian citizens.\(^10\) Because it is the role of the police to uphold the law and because of the enormous amount of power they wield, it is deeply troubling when police are the ones who commit crimes or otherwise violate the law. Not prosecuting marijuana possession, not seeking the death penalty, and not asking for money bonds in non-violent offenses are laudable prosecutorial reforms that should be the norm. But truly brave, good prosecutors (and people) try to reform police departments too. The system cannot be reformed, and will not be viewed as fair, unless officers are held accountable by prosecutors.

Because of their extraordinary powers and responsibilities, wrongful action by the police can have a more powerful impact than the same action committed by an ordinary citizen. For example, just like other citizens, police sometimes lie at work. But when the police lie, it is often a crime. If the officer frames a person for a crime he did not commit, the officer has committed obstruction of justice by wrongfully bringing the weight of the government against an innocent citizen. If an officer lies under oath, he has committed perjury and interfered with the truth-seeking process of a trial or other judicial proceeding.\(^11\) Unfortunately, the problem of police officer untruthfulness is disturbingly widespread. In fact, there is even a special term
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for it—“testilying”\(^{12}\)—and commissions have literally been set up to address it.\(^{13}\) This form of police corruption is not new. Scandals like the Ramparts scandal in Los Angeles and Tulia case in Texas took place in the 1990s\(^{14}\) and have been followed by large-scale scandals in Philadelphia,\(^{15}\) New Jersey,\(^{16}\) and Dallas\(^{17}\) that are much more recent. Police officer dishonesty has resulted in approximately a thousand provable wrongful convictions,\(^{18}\) and has likely been the cause of hundreds of thousands more.\(^{19}\)

Though not as widespread as police dishonesty and corruption, unjustified or excessive police violence can have an even more devastating impact, and its prevalence has been increasingly exposed as video cameras—including smartphones with video capability, dashboard cameras, and body-worn cameras—become virtually omnipresent.\(^{20}\) Some police officers have also been part of white supremacist terror groups.\(^{21}\)

Rampant perjury, corruption, brutality, and explicit racism amongst police has gone largely ignored by prosecutors. This has led to a policing crisis in America. With credibility problems, charges of explicit racism,\(^{22}\) and the killing of almost one thousand civilians a year,\(^{23}\) there is deep distrust of this
powerful group of people. A 2015 poll by Reuters found that 31 percent of Americans believe that police routinely lie.24 Distrust by the public in institutions that exist to protect them is a threat to the stability of the nation. The failure to police the police undermines the community’s trust in law enforcement and other criminal justice institutions, especially in light of the vigor with which prosecutors prosecute the most vulnerable in our society.

With story after story and body camera footage showing police officers committing every manner of misdeed, from shooting unarmed civilians who question their authority,25 to planting drugs on unsuspecting motorists,26 to being a white supremacist,27 the people need someone who can address the gross abuses of power. The only institution in our criminal justice system with more power than police is the prosecutor’s office. At this moment in time prosecutors are the only institutional players with the power to check the power of police.

Despite the clear need for fair and firm treatment of officers who violate the law, most prosecutors go soft on police officers when they commit crimes, even while justifying the inequities in our criminal justice system by claiming to be hard on crime.28 The unfairly lenient treatment of police stems from the prosecutors’ inherent bias in favor of the police: prosecutors need the police to make their cases by investigating crimes and testifying during trial. Some officers even lie in order to help prosecutors make their cases.29 Acknowledging the problems with police officer testimony undermines confidence in the integrity of the entire criminal justice system, which includes the prosecutors’ office. Investigating and prosecuting other forms of misconduct undermine officers’ credibility—individually or generally—and thus undermine the strength of the prosecutors’ cases. As a result, most
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prosecutors avoid exposing problems in police departments, only compounding the mistrust in our criminal justice system.

Some have argued that prosecutors should not be in charge of investigating and prosecuting the police because of their bias and reliance on police officers to make their cases. These reformers argue for an entirely separate entity responsible for investigating and prosecuting police officers when they are accused of wrongdoing. While there is a great deal of merit in this view, such entities do not currently exist, and the responsibility remains with the prosecutors. Progressive prosecutors should not shirk that responsibility, but instead appoint special separate units that investigate and prosecute police officers when they violate the law or intentionally lie under oath.

There are a few prosecutors who are now trying to address some of the most serious systemic problems with our criminal justice system. They were not appointed, but rather elected on promises of reform. The most well-known of them is Philadelphia’s Larry Krasner. Krasner has been described as “the most progressive DA in the country.” He has dismissed thirty-one staff members—one can assume that he believed them to be over-zealous or unethical—and has reformed the bail system, including ending cash bail for low-level offenses, such as marijuana possession. Philadelphia now has approximately 33 percent fewer people in their jails than in 2015. He has also announced a policy of not pursuing very low-level offenses.
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addition to his fair-minded approach, his background sets him apart from other prosecutors. He was elected after a career in which he sued police,\textsuperscript{38} winning the race despite opposition from the police union.\textsuperscript{39} While he is still new to the job, his background suggests he will not turn a blind eye to police misconduct. In fact, Krasner has started developing a list of police officers with a history of lying, racial bias, or brutality.\textsuperscript{40}

Larry Krasner is not the only recently-elected District Attorney focused on criminal justice reform. Other prosecutors from Mississippi to Orlando have also been hailed for a host of progressive changes in their jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{41} Kim Ogg, the Houston District Attorney, is also making a name for herself by changing the culture of prosecution. She made police accountability a central focus of her campaign for District Attorney and unsurprisingly was opposed by the police union.\textsuperscript{42} Stephanie Morales, the commonwealth attorney in Portsmouth, Virginia, is one of a few prosecutors who won a conviction against a white police officer who killed an unarmed black man and was then re-elected.\textsuperscript{43} Morales ran for election and re-election on a progressive criminal justice platform—winning both times.\textsuperscript{44} And in Ferguson, Missouri, the head prosecutor who failed to pursue charges against a police officer for the killing of Mike Brown was voted out of office in the next election.\textsuperscript{45} He had been the prosecutor there for seven terms.\textsuperscript{46} The winner of the election, a black man, campaigned in part on a promise to assign special prosecutors to investigate police misconduct.\textsuperscript{47}
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While a number of things have changed since Professor Smith penned her groundbreaking piece—incarceration rates are lower,\textsuperscript{48} marijuana is now legal in a number of places,\textsuperscript{49} and there is less support for the death penalty\textsuperscript{50}—much has stayed the same. While it is great that there are a handful of reform-minded prosecutors on the scene, the policing crisis in this country persists. To truly be a good person and a good prosecutor, a prosecutor must hold police officers accountable.
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